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‘I will shake all the nations’
If you are at all familiar with the
Bible you will know that it contains
various descriptions of the end
of the world, the last judgment,
and the new creation. These
descriptions contain graphic images of the social
upheaval, panic and fear that unfold – especially
among the enemies of God who will realise that
they are going to have to face his justice.
These things may have seemed far removed
from the reality of our day-to-day life. We
might have read in the Bible about the shaking
of the nations, but it seemed a distant
prospect – perhaps something for future
generations to think about.
But it is no longer distant. I am writing this,
and you are reading it, at a time when, without
prior warning, the nations have been shaken
by Covid-19. It has come upon the world out
of a ‘clear blue sky’, so to speak. Many people
have been confused and terrified. No-one saw
it coming. Genesis 41 tells us how the Lord
enabled Joseph to warn the Egyptian Pharaoh
to prepare for a famine seven years in advance.
But we did not receive any such warning back
in 2013.
Did you see this coming? Did your church
leadership team see this coming? I think we all
agree on the answer – it has surprised us all.
God continues to speak, as he always has
done, through his word. As the title of one
of Francis Schaeffer’s books has it, ‘He is there
and He is not silent.’ In describing the events

(Haggai 2:7)

connected to the end of the world, the Bible
paints two pictures which we have to keep side
by side. You can see one picture in Revelation
6 where the famous four horsemen of the
apocalypse are released by the Lamb to ride out
into the world wreaking havoc through conquest,
war, economic upheaval and death. As the
nations are shaken, world-wide panic sets in,
especially for the Lord’s enemies, because the
day of God’s wrath has arrived. But there Is also
another picture, for example in Matthew 24:3641, where the Lord warns his hearers that people
will be going about their normal business right
up to the moment of the last day and thus will
be taken completely by surprise.
Our role as believers has not changed,
but perhaps we will view our task with more
seriousness now. We have seen how suddenly
the world can be shaken. We have been given
the words of eternal life to share with those
around us. Some doors may have shut for the
moment, but others have surely opened. When
persecution broke out against the church in
Jerusalem (Acts 8.1) it must have seemed like
the end of the world to those believers. Actually,
it was the beginning of the proclamation of the
gospel world-wide! May the Lord lead us in
our churches to the doors he is opening, so
that more people might find salvation in Christ
before the last day comes.
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COVID-19

a genuinely

GLOBAL
crisis

Jim Sayers reports on the impact of the Coronavirus
pandemic on the work of GBM

T

he word ‘global’ may be overused, but
the coronavirus pandemic is a genuinely
global crisis like almost no other. From
Greenland to the Falklands, from China
to Mexico, Covid-19 has shown itself
to be no respecter of persons, challenging even
the healthcare systems of the richest nations.
Globalisation has been a positive tool in the work
of world mission, allowing us to travel anywhere
in the world in a couple of days, and enabling
us to move funds wherever they are needed.
This crisis has made it obvious that globalisation
also brings great vulnerabilities, as the virus has
spread rapidly with air travel, while exposing our
dependence on long supply chains for food and
medical supplies. It has affected every situation
where we work.

Asia at the epicentre
In China, the initial outbreak of the virus
produced the first severe lockdown. For those
living in an apartment block, no one else was
allowed to come into their compound, a major
hindrance for underground churches that meet
in homes. Chinese churches were already familiar
4 HERALD MAY 2020

with meeting online, a habit that western
churches have adopted as a novelty.
In the Philippines, the government locked
down the whole island of Luzon, including a ban
on public transport. Cubao Reformed Baptist
Church operates a ministry to the homeless, but
this has had to be suspended for the duration of
the lockdown, and their annual camp cancelled.
The team can only hope that the government
have been able to provide temporary housing for
those who live on the streets.
In India, the Tamil Baptist Churches are feeling
the effects of the Indian lockdown. Pastor Sam
Devenesam, who has pastored Kilpauk Baptist
Church in Chennai for some forty years, was
expecting to retire and hand over to John Nelson,
but the lockdown means that John will not be
able to move to Chennai until near the end of
this year. Many of the Tamil Baptist Churches are
in the villages, and the pastors make a living as
day labourers. Pastor Ebi Paul in Sendamangalam
reports that they have been delivering food
supplies to many in their congregation, and they
have ‘adopted’ three other villages where they are
also delivering food supplies.

Above: Delivering food parcels to church members in Sendamangalam, Tamil Nadu. The Tamil
Baptist churches have been responding to the needs of many villages in rural areas where other aid
has not yet reached people
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COVID-19
able to hold their first service in Legionowo at the
end of April, with a limit on the number allowed
to attend, and the requirement that all wore
masks, washed their hands, and refreshments
were not to be served. Poland’s experience may
give hope to others.

The ﬁrst Sunday service
in Legionowo, Poland,
after the lockdown.

Rural Africa

Everyone had to wear a
mask, including Andrzej
Kempczyński as preacher.
Note the careful social
distancing

Serving the poorest
Please pray for the impact of the virus in countries
that have weak and sparse medical facilities.
Our mission partners at SIM are coordinating an
international emergency response that covers
some 2,000 of their workers, some of whom will
be operating medical facilities in situations where
their care is urgently needed.
In Arequipa, Peru, despite the lockdown
Anthony Green has been given permission to
deliver emergency supplies to many families in the
township of Villa Magisterial. These are people
with no stable income, and little in the way of
state aid to support them in this crisis. The church
in Simon Bolivar mourn the death of one of their
stalwart members, Tomasita, an elderly lady from
the hillside shanty town of San Pedro where
she and her husband have lived and witnessed
for many years (see May 2019 edition). Ronny
Tipismana conducted the funeral with only a
handful of the family allowed to be present.

Europe in lockdown
Lockdowns across Europe have affected every
church where our missionaries have been
working, and each church is discovering ways of
streaming services online and meeting up in small
groups on Zoom. In Serbia, anyone returning
6 HERALD MAY 2020

from abroad was told to self-isolate at home,
even to the extent of living separately from the
rest of their family, and police made regular visits
to check they were complying. Over the Orthodox
Easter weekend, in Belgrade the government
imposed a full curfew for the whole weekend.
In Bordeaux, James Hammond and others in
the church have been delivering shopping and
medicines to their neighbours, and finding a
positive response from many in the community.
James says ‘If the coronavirus has taught us
anything, it shows us that we are not in control…
Something so small and microscopic has enough
power to lockdown countries, close borders, and
shake the world economy.’
The Austrian Deaf community are used to
a sense of isolation within wider society, but
restrictions have had a particular impact on them.
Jean Ellis asks for prayer for one particular issue.
While the deaf communicate in sign language
with each other, many are adept at lip reading,
but from early April the Austrian government
required everyone to wear a mask, severely
limiting the ability of the deaf to understand what
others are saying.
In Poland the lower infection rate meant that
their lockdown was beginning to reduce at the
time we went to press. Andrzej Kempczyński was

The churches of rural Western Kenya do not have
the technology to livestream their services, so they
have had to close their gatherings, but they are
being creative in the way that they pastor and
keep in touch via basic mobile phones. Graham
and Sally Jones were booked to return to the UK
in March as Sally had a hospital appointment. A
week after they arrived, the Kenyan Government
closed the country to air travel, so they are
currently based in a vacant mission house at GBM
Mission Centre in Abingdon.
Ian Flanders of GBM Radio had a long-scheduled
training visit to Cote D’Ivoire in March. He flew
out with David Vaughn, a pastor from France, to
run a training conference which drew together
about 100 pastors, some coming across the
border from Burkina Faso. They were able to hold
their first day of lectures on Monday 16 March,
which was greatly appreciated by the pastors.
That day they heard about President Macron’s
lockdown in France, and of an impending
lockdown in Cote D’Ivoire, so they managed to
book flights home that night.

teaching has to be done by email. Chris and
Helen Hawthorne and their family decided with
GBM and their church that they should return
to the UK to care for Chris’s mother while PIZ
remains closed.
GBM’s Radio ministry continues, and indeed
comes into its own in such times. See the feature
article on pages 18-21.
Please join us in prayer for the nations of
the world during this crisis. We have produced
a special edition of our regular prayer diary
Partnership in Prayer that covers all aspects of
the Covid-19. This can be downloaded from the
resources page of our website.

Training goes online
GBM missionaries are involved in two ministry
training institutions. Theo Donner teaches at the
Biblical Seminary of Colombia, which has had
to close its classes. Married students remain on
campus, but all others have returned home to
study online. Thankfully the Seminary’s online
course was well-established.
The government of Zambia moved faster
than some African countries to close educational
institutions. This meant that Proclamation Institute
Zambia had to send their students home and

Above: With the GBM radio studios closed, Andrew
Cook records Serving Today continuity with an
improvised sound rig at home
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LATVIA

RETURNING TO RIGA

Left: Malcolm and Ruth at Jonathan
and Jess’s wedding
Below: Introducing Daryl at the church
service on Sunday morning; Phil, Lydia
and Isobel on the bus heading home
from church

In mid-February, Daryl and
Julia Jones made a missionary
visit to Latvia to see the Firths
and the Evans’s in Riga. This
brought back memories of a
previous visit twenty years
ago when Daryl was pastor in
Aylesbury

A

s the plane took off, our minds
went back to the turn of this
century when we made our first
pastoral visit to Riga. Back then
we were visiting Malcolm and Liz
Sunasky on behalf of their sending church in
Aylesbury. Now we were going back both to hear
from the current GBM missionaries and to see the
ongoing changes that have occurred.
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Modern Riga
On arrival things are evidently different, with a
bright technological airport that has replaced
the rather old ramshackle structure of 1999. Phil
Evans meets us, taps the app on his phone and
within five minutes the named number-plated
taxi arrives, which swiftly takes us down the new
dual carriageway into the city. We pass modern
factories, stores and shops - things have changed!
Soon we arrive at Phil and Lydia’s flat in central
Riga. The small lift whisks us to the sixth floor.
The flat is bright, roomy and warm though there
is still the uncontrollable ‘central’ heating for the
whole block.
All those years ago when visiting Malcolm
and Liz, we had met Malcolm and Ruth Firth
who continue to serve in Riga. It was a joy to see
them again. Their ministry has changed over the
intervening years. Having originally worked with a
Russian church, ten years ago they had the vision
to plant a church in their local area. They began
to meet with two others in their living room to

pray and then to invite others to join them in
the church plant. This is how Grace International
Church, Mežciems, began.

Grace International Church
The church is made up of people from many
nations including Latvians, Chinese, Indians,
Syrians, British and other European countries. The
services are in English which meant it was easy for
Daryl to preach on the Sunday and for us to teach
at the marriage conference. On Sundays there is
also simultaneous translation into Chinese, Latvian
and Russian, as required.
On the Sunday we were there, Chinese
translation wasn’t required as our Chinese
brothers and sisters were in self-imposed isolation
following the Covid-19 outbreak. A number had
been in China for the New Year or had been in
contact with those who had visited recently.
Malcolm is one of the elders and alongside him
are one Russian-speaking man and two Chinese
men, one of whom speaks Russian. So elders’

meetings take place in Russian with Chinese
translation!
Some come to the church as Christians looking
for a spiritual home; others come as seekers, or
just for something to do when new to Riga. We
met a number from Roman Catholic backgrounds,
who are now being confronted with biblical
truth for the first time. It was encouraging to
hear how a number have come to faith in Christ
and have been baptised. It is an ever-changing
church community as many have passed through
the church and are now back in their home
countries, taking what they have been taught
with them. This is demanding and draining upon
our missionaries as they face such a regular churn
of people.
The church provides both good Bible teaching
and a community to belong to. We saw this
attractive community in action in the regular
Sunday lunch that is shared after the service,
giving time for fellowship. This included the
birthday celebration of one girl, with singing,
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Central Riga’s old city

a gift and a cake. It might seem a small thing but
this means a lot to those who are living thousands
of miles away from their families. It was clear to
see that Malcolm and Ruth share both a parental
and a pastoral role amongst the congregation.
As well as working alongside Malcolm in relevant
pastoral matters, Ruth is the small groups’
coordinator, is involved in discipling women and
leads the women’s Bible study group.

Making disciples
A couple of years ago Phil and Lydia Evans
joined the work, having been team leaders on
previous Envision teams to Latvia. Their work
is discipleship, primarily among the younger
adults, some of whom are local while many are
international students. They exercise a generous
ministry of hospitality. Sometimes this is informal,
sharing a meal, playing games – as Lydia said, ‘it’s
nice for those living in cramped accommodation
to have the opportunity to sit on a sofa’! After the
Sunday service a group of a dozen or so went to
their flat and some of the young men under Phil’s
10 HERALD MAY 2020

Enjoying a Sunday night curry at the ﬂat

directions cooked a number of delicious curries,
while we continued to discuss many issues from
the preaching.
At other times the discipleship is more formal,
with Phil hosting and leading the weekly ‘guys’
Bible study.’ Lydia supports Ruth in the women’s
study group, mentors some women individually
and also holds the occasional women’s meetings
for teaching and fellowship. Phil and Lydia are
also Mum and Dad to Isobel who is much loved
by everyone, especially the students.

Marriage conference
The main reason for us to be in Latvia was
to speak at a conference on marriage which
Malcolm and Ruth had organised. This was well
attended, the majority being married couples,
but there were also engaged couples, those
dating and even some single people – how wise
it is to be prepared! This was an international
conference and we needed to teach God’s word
while realising the range of nationalities present,
including some mixed nationality couples. There

Julia speaking at the marriage conference

were also some who have had an arranged
marriage or soon will!
There were three teaching sessions, first
seeing how the Bible gives a strong foundation
for a marriage, and that men and women are
equal but different. We then split into men’s
and women’s groups, working out from God’s
word what servant-hearted headship and Godhonouring submission looked like in practice.
Finally, after lunch there were practical lessons
entitled ‘sinners and saints’ and we ended with

a challenge to ‘build’ our marriages with ‘blocks’
of romance and fruitfulness. (If you want to know
more, we would be happy to take a conference
in your church.) It was deeply encouraging to see
how serious they were to learn from God’s word
and to engage in discussion, thinking through the
implications of the teaching. These discussions
continued informally back at Phil and Lydia’s flat
on Saturday, on the Sunday while together at
the church over lunch, and on Sunday evening.
(We then heard a couple of weeks later that one
couple who attended are now engaged!)
It was great to be back in Latvia and to see
how the work of the gospel continues. Lydia was
telling us how she goes to the toddler group at
Vilandes Church. This is the same group that
Liz Sunasky started over twenty years ago.
To be reminded of that, and to see Malcolm
and Ruth still serving after all these years, is
an encouragement to us all to keep going in
mission work.
Daryl and Julia Jones
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INTERNATIONAL CAFE

Starting and ﬁnishing with a

SMILE

Nicola Edkins works among
internationals, based at her
home church in Southport. A
growing ministry for her has
been their international café.
Here Nicola and her team
describe what this involves,
and challenge other churches
to start similar ministries
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very UK town has a migrant population
who have left their home country to
work in the UK. By definition, most are
hard-working, outward-looking and
risk-taking individuals. This brings a
real risk of loneliness, isolation and monotony. In
the work place they can also be subject to racism
and unfair treatment. People can take advantage
because they don’t understand the way we do
things or our language.
The majority of migrants need and want to
learn English. They also have other practical
and social needs just as we would if we moved
to another country where we didn’t know the
language or system. Most take pride in being
self-sufficient and are generally very warm,
engaging and friendly but they are also extremely
appreciative of any help they receive.
There is typically a vibrant economic migrant
‘grapevine’ and word soon travels about what is
going on. As such, the group can soon develop

Above and left: Internationals enjoying a social with the church in Southport

into a self-help network based on their collective
gifts and experiences. There can be a temptation
to think of this work as a group – but they are
all individuals with different characters, needs
and outlooks, and should be related to as such.
They want to ‘belong’ somewhere and many are
transitioning from renting to buying property.
The overseas mission field is now clearly on our
doorstep, and they are making their permanent
home as our neighbours.
They are drawn to warm, compassionate
people and, wonderfully, through Christ that is
one of the many gifts we are given. This is not a
formula, programme or project for a church – It
is the outworking of our calling as Christians to
one-to-one witness through many different routes
and opportunities.
Our Vision - to offer economic migrants, whose
first language isn’t English, a warm, welcoming,
safe and loving environment at least once a week

– equipped by Christ’s sacrificial, serving love for
our neighbours. Our aim is to meet any need
they have which usually starts by offering them
a weekly, free English class. This builds mutual
trust and friendship – so that the relationship
is not teacher-student but simply friend-friend.
This is not a weekly ‘group’ but a way of life,
living and journeying alongside our international
friends every step of the way. Under God, these
relationships will point individuals to Christ.
Our Aims - under and through God, ‘being and
making disciples’:
GAINING TRUST entitlement and curiosity so that
sharing the gospel is natural in any number
of ways.
TO HAVE FUN be completely open and welcoming
and to start and end each session with smiles on
our faces.
TO HELP LEAD Internationals to a personal saving
relationship with their Lord Jesus Christ.
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Under God, this work honours and blesses those
who are committed to helping sacriﬁcially
TO GLORIFY GOD as the one true and living God
who through his Son Jesus changes the lives of
individuals, who can then have a wider influence
on their own friends and families.

opportunities to mix with Christians.
TEACHING MATERIALS utilising the rich supply of

free ESL materials on the web.

How might God use such an outreach?
What do we do?
This work requires a core team of a minimum
of five believers with a range of gifts – but all
of whom are committed to loving, giving and
helping in any way possible. These gifts include
teaching English (no qualifications necessary),
assisting in conversation and helping in class. We
meet people informally for coffee through the
week, assisting with the UK way of life – applying
for settled status, and finding employment. We
host socials in leaders’ homes, and we lead Bible
studies and small off-shoot groups.

What do you need?
A MEETING ROOM with tables, tea, coffee etc.

Warm and informal – capable of holding twenty
people round a table.
WEBSITE, SOCIAL MEDIA and WhatsApp to
promote and maintain communication.
A LOCAL CHURCH that sees this work as an
integral part of its vision, and the responsibility of
the whole church.
A CHURCH SOCIAL CALENDAR giving natural

This is a natural, heart- and Christ-driven work,
facilitated by economic migrants becoming our
neighbours. The UK entered a new season of
migration twenty years ago, but it has taken us
several years to catch up and realise this Godgiven opportunity (see John 4:35). Under God,
this work honours and blesses those who
are committed to helping sacrificially (Heb.
13:2), and it blesses and encourages the
church (Mark 16:15).

Possible resistance
There may be reluctance in the church to reach
out to ‘foreigners’. Some may have unspoken
thoughts of ‘them coming here to take our jobs’.
This is the fear of the unknown, which largely
evaporates after time spent in their company.
Hence it is essential to find natural occasions for
them to integrate into church. If you have an
elderly congregation, then many internationals
will be care workers, looking after many of us in
the future!

If you are interested - First steps for your own church
We would be only too glad to help you understand this outreach and help you mobilise your
church to see your responsibility and opportunity. We can help you develop your vision and
expectations, outline the key steps to take, when and why. We can give tips on promoting and
building the group, and how to get the whole church involved. If you would like to know more,
please contact Nicola via GBM Mission Centre (for contact details see page 2)
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Paul and Katrina

PAUL BRUNNING
In January GBM appointed Paul Brunning as our new Head of
Communications. Paul started work at the end of April, and he
and his family hope to move to Abingdon in the summer holidays.
Jim Sayers asked his successor how he is looking forward to this
new challenge
How did you come to faith in Christ?
I was blessed with godly parents, so throughout
my childhood I absorbed Bible stories and lessons.
This remained largely as head-knowledge that
rarely moved my heart. When I was fifteen, a girl
at church was baptised. During her testimony she
explained why she wanted to be baptised. I don’t
remember what she said, but I do remember the
impression it made on me. She seemed to know
God personally. She loved Jesus because she
knew that he loved her and had died on the
cross for her sins. She wanted to obey Jesus
by being baptised and living her life for him. I
grew increasingly aware that this was not the
case with me.

Over the next six months I began to listen
seriously in church and to read the Bible for
myself. At some point during that time the Lord
gave me new life in Christ. I can’t pinpoint the
day of my conversion but I knew that I had come
to repentance and faith in the Lord Jesus. ‘Once I
was blind, but now I see!’

How did God call you into pastoral
ministry?
Slowly! I was involved in my local church and
with some Christian works such as Pilgrim
Homes and Pastor Training International (PTI).
I began wondering whether the Lord might
have something for me to do ‘full-time’ for him,
HERALD MAY 2020 15

PAUL BRUNNING
Right: GBM Mission
Centre, Abingdon
Centre: Lunch with
members of East Leake
Evangelical Church
Facing page: Paul,
Katrina and Evan

perhaps preaching or mission work of some kind.
We prayed about this for about five years, asking
others for advice and prayer. Our church (Horsley
Evangelical Church) recommended that I train for
ministry at London Seminary, so in 2008 we sold
up and moved to London. From there the Lord
led us clearly to the church in East Leake, where
we have been from 2010 until now.

took on the treasurer’s role, which she is still
doing. I had responsibility for the website,
communications with supporters, exhibition
displays and related matters. After about ten
years, I couldn’t keep on top of it alongside
my ministry in East Leake, so over a few years I
handed my tasks over to others – many of them
to Katrina!

What have been the highlights of your
ministry in East Leake?

What attracted you to the job of GBM
Head of Communications?

Seeing the Word of God at work in people’s
lives! Sometimes this has been as they come
to faith and are baptised; but more regularly
in encouraging, guiding and strengthening his
people. It has been wonderful to be part of a
church with such a hunger for the Word, and
such desire to see it spread and impact others.

The job seemed an ideal fit with the range of
experience and interests that I’d had over the
last fifteen years. I’d long been interested in
world mission and local evangelism, and I
enjoy writing, preaching and presenting. We
had already been praying for a couple of
years about the future, asking the Lord to
show us whether he had a new direction for
us or not. I often prayed the words of Psalm
5:8, ‘Lead me, O Lord, in your righteousness…
make straight your way before me.’

How have you been involved with the
work of Pastor Training International?
PTI launched in 2005, and Katrina and I were
able to play a part from the beginning. She

Communication has changed significantly
in the last ten years. How do we connect
the work of world mission with a new
generation?
Social media is firmly embedded in the lives of
many people. It gives wide reach, but rarely
produces detailed engagement. World mission by
its very nature is long-term, slow and steady. You
can’t tell these stories and build patient, prayerful
support through sound-bites and memes. But
we can use today’s technology to help build a
sense of common purpose, and to excite a new
generation with the big-picture of what God is
doing in the world. Then they’ll engage with the
long-form media (magazines, videos, podcasts)
that tell the stories and inspire involvement.

What are the strengths and weaknesses
of GBM?
GBM’s church-based structure and ethos is a
tremendous strength, since the local church is
the great centre of God’s purposes in the world.
The Mission also has a firm doctrinal foundation

which helps to keep all the churches, missionaries,
staff and volunteers pulling in the same direction.
Weaknesses…? Time will tell! But if our
weaknesses keep us dependent on the Lord then
his work can still flourish.

How are your family approaching the
move to Abingdon?
Four-year-old Evan is taking it all in his stride!
The older children were cautious at first because
the move will take them away from their school
friends. They’re now more positive and excited at
the prospect of a new start in a new area. We’ve
visited Abingdon a couple of times which has
helped them a lot. They’re also glad to be moving
nearer to most of our close family, so day-trips to
grandparents and cousins will become realistic.
The move may be complicated by the
coronavirus restrictions. We have jobs to do on
our house before we can put it on the rental
market and move down to Abingdon. The whole
process might be delayed – we have to leave it in
the Lord’s hands. He knows the right time!

I often prayed the words of Psalm 5:8, ‘Lead
me, O Lord, in your righteousness… make
straight your way before me.’
16 HERALD MAY 2020
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SERVING TODAY

Preaching, radio, podcasts
And

rew
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Andrew Cook produces and
presents GBM Radio’s programme
Serving Today. This is a weekly
programme for pastors and
leaders in the Developing World,
teaching the Bible clearly and
addressing the issues that they
face in their work
GBM’s Serving Today radio programmes support
those involved in preaching and teaching the
Bible to God’s people mainly in the developing
world. Regular airings are on TWR-Africa and
reach around 12 countries in Southern, Eastern
and Central Africa. That’s a potential audience of
18 HERALD MAY 2020
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around 500 million listeners in a continent where
radio is still king among the various media outlets
available. A TWR executive said that Serving
Today is ‘unique’ because there is ‘nothing else
like it on the schedule’, that is, there is no other
programme for those in pastoral ministry at the
right level.
With over 860 editions of Serving Today
produced over the last seventeen years, a wide
variety of topics and subjects have been covered
to help pastors in their ministry, most of whom
have few resources to guide them, and many
have had only a basic education.

Preaching in context
Over the last year, we’ve focussed on different
areas of preaching. Stephen Kneale (pastor of
Oldham Bethel Church) took listeners through a
series on the abuse of Scripture. Steve said,

ton

‘We want to encourage people to be able to
look at passages in context. We want to help
people understand not just what a verse means,
but what it means where it’s placed in the Bible,
where it’s placed in its wider context within a
book and where it’s placed within the wider
context of the whole Bible story.’
John Benton (former pastor of Grace Church
Guildford; now Director of Pastoral Support at
Pastors’ Academy) will help listeners see ‘God’s
Salvation Plan’ develop from both Old and New
Testaments. In his introduction to the series, John
said,
‘The Bible gives us God’s meta-narrative, an
account of the overarching story of the world. It is
history, but with a particular focus…its interest is
to tell us God’s salvation plan.’
This series begins airing on TWR-Africa at the end
of April 2020.

Handling Scripture well
The emphasis on Bible-handling skills was also
the hallmark of a short series which offered
listeners ten tools for teaching and preaching
Old Testament narrative, provided by GBM’s Jim
Sayers. He encouraged those listening to ‘let the
narrative stand up and tell its story. By all means
break it into scenes and do the doctrine and
application as you go, but let the story do the
talking.’
Following on from this, it seemed a good
opportunity to re-air an earlier Serving Today
series on the book of Exodus, with Doug Johnson,
called ‘From Slavery to Service’, so modelling the
principles from Jim’s toolbox.

Life now and to come
In a forthcoming series based on John’s gospel
with Clive Bowsher, pastor of Abbey Baptist
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SERVING TODAY
Clive

Steve Kn

Church, Abingdon, a more reflective and
devotional note will be struck with the theme
of ‘Life - now and to come.’ Clive says, ‘What
we discover is that life is to do with friendship,
intimacy and oneness or union with Christ.’

Sharing your pastor
The common factor with each of these series is
that all contributors either are, or have been, in
pastoral ministry. Each of them is sharing the fruit
of their labours with the Serving Today audience.
So, that series you heard from your pastor,
which really spoke to you - would Serving Today
listeners also benefit from it? This could be an act
of fellowship with the wider church, sharing the
blessings of what you and your church are fed
on a weekly basis. Could your pastor or church
leader help build up the African church with good
teaching? One of the great things about this
(among many others) is that there’s no need to
pay for an airfare. Your pastor can ‘go’ to Africa
without even stepping on a plane, if you will allow
him to give time for a few recording sessions
here in the UK. If you think your pastor can help,
encourage him to get in touch via Mission Centre
to start the ball rolling.

GBM Media Podcast
Listening to Serving Today has just got easier
because it is now available as part of the GBM
Media Podcast. You can subscribe by searching for
‘GBM Media Podcast’ on Podbean, Spotify, iTunes
and Stitcher. Why not use this as a discipling tool,
or to listen to on the way to work? You’ll also
find episodes of Across the Nations which are
longer versions of Prayer Waves interviews. There
are also a couple of episodes of The Additional
Needs Podcast, an occasional series which deals
with issues of disability, church and the gospel. So,
plenty to explore.
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GBM’s radio ministry has the widest reach of all the ministries in
which we are involved. It is impossible to comprehend the full
coverage that it has. Andrew Cook and Ian Flanders (our French
radio producer/presenter) are both GBM missionaries, and need
to be fully supported by designated giving. Then there are the
costs of programme production in running our recording studios
in Abingdon, providing follow-up materials, getting recordings
of programmes to local stations in time for broadcast, and much
more.
We are grateful for all those churches that currently support
this valuable work. On current levels of giving, a significant
shortfall has to be met from GBM’s General Fund, which often
comes under pressure.
Do you want to invest in the preaching ministry of pastors on
the front line? Your support can help us sustain a ministry that
blesses so many churches across rural Africa.
We have launched our GBM Radio appeal to get our radio
ministry fully funded by designated giving. We are looking
for more churches and individuals who will commit to regular
ongoing support for GBM Radio.
Would your church consider making GBM Radio a work that
you support regularly as part of your world mission giving?
Would you consider becoming an individual supporter by setting
up a standing order that gives regularly to this work?
There are many ways you can do this. You can complete the
form on Page 27 in the back of this magazine, designating your
gifts for ‘GBM Radio’. As well as sending us your details if you
want to make a one-off gift, if you want to become a regular
donor this form enables you to tell us you have set up an online
standing order and gives us all the information we need for
Gift-aid.
If you would like further information, please contact our
Finance Manager Andy Woods on andyw@gbm.org.uk
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Left: John Benton
outside the chapel.
‘Sometimes under
God’s hand, what may
seem like a reversal can
actually turn out to be
progress…’
Facing page: High

HASLEMERE HERALD

Street, Haslemere

Haslemere –
start /stop?

Grace Church Guildford was
approached.

Ready to go
We started services at the Hope
Chapel, Haslemere two days after
the first coronavirus patient was
identified in Britain. And guess
where they lived? Haslemere!
Not an auspicious beginning.
The chapel had been closed for
eighteen months as the small
congregation of faithful saints
had become too frail to continue.
They approached one larger
church for help, but they were
over thirty miles away. Then
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Some friends and I obtained the
key and visited on Saturday, 2
February last year. It was a bright
day, with snow on the ground.
As we opened the door the sun
shone and the chapel was in such
good condition it just seemed to
say, ‘here I am ready to go – do
something.’ We felt we must try.
Grace Church held monthly
prayer meetings at Hope for a
year. We researched existing
churches in Haslemere. Some are

evangelical but none are near
the centre of the town where
the chapel is located and none
have a weekly evening service.
So, on 1 March a group of nine
of us from Guildford started
simple services, strictly from 6
to 7pm. A Grace Church family
who live near to Haslemere
invited friends. Leaflets were
distributed, including outside
Haslemere station which
takes commuters to and from
London. We even warranted a
half-page article in that giant of
the press – the Haslemere Herald!

God of hope
We knew we might bring
together Christians from different
backgrounds so felt it wise to
focus on the gospel. So we kicked
off with short expositions from
Romans. This seemed appropriate
for Hope Chapel, since there we
find, ‘May the God of hope fill you
with all joy and peace as you trust
in him, so that you may overflow
with hope by the power of the
Holy Spirit’ (Rom. 15:13). As we
came away from the launch night
when over forty attended, Ann
reflected, ‘You know, I don’t think
that could have gone any better.’

There was great enthusiasm and a
sense of the Lord’s smile upon us.
But after just three services the
epidemic really took off and like
other churches we have had to
close for the foreseeable future.
We are keeping in touch with
those who began coming and are
running a virtual Sunday evening
service by way of the Zoom videoconferencing pp.

Reversal?
This can look discouraging. But we
are people of hope. Sometimes
under God’s hand, what may seem
like a reversal can actually turn

out to be progress (e.g., Joshua
8:5-8). I think of the missionaries
in Ethiopia before WWII who had
seen small progress. Then they
had to leave because of the Italian
invasion. The work seemed in
jeopardy. But when peace came
they returned to find the work had
grown remarkably. God had been
working. And it may just be that,
despite churches being closed,
God himself will do remarkable
things during this crisis – hopefully
not just in Haslemere but across
the country.
John Benton
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UK CHURCH NEWS

UK churches
respond to the
Coronavirus
How have Grace Baptist churches
in Britain been affected by the UK
lockdown? For some it has been
tough because they do not have
ready access to technology to
enable them to live-stream. While
a few have had to rely on online
services elsewhere, most churches
have been active and creative in
responding to the challenge.
What happens if you have a
Holiday Bible Club scheduled for
the Easter holidays? Do you just
cancel? Two churches responded
in similar ways. Being a larger
church, Grace Church Guildford
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could mobilise lots of volunteers
to record segments of a normal
programme in different places.
An ‘airline’ warm-up session,
songs with words on the screen,
a Bible story from Daniel by Mike
Parsons from his Babylonian
set (was that a flying carpet?)
recorded in the church building,
and a memory verse with the
Southcombe family, were all
edited together and premiered
on Youtube. This gave the feel of
a busy forty-five minute Holiday
Club programme, before children
had a craft and ‘stay home
sheets’ emailed to them. Being
online extended the reach a long
way, even enabling the church’s
missionary children in Zambia to
join in.
Not every church has such
resources to hand. What happens
if you are filming more simply

on a smartphone? Equally
determined not to let their
Holiday Club fail, Guy Davies,
pastor at Providence Penknap
in Wiltshire, filmed videos for
each day in his lounge, using his
phone on a selfie stick strapped
to a chair which was stood on a
table, while also projecting words
and pictures onto the wall behind
him. ‘The story videos seemed
to attract a bit of interest and
we enjoyed seeing the children’s
drawings and video clips posted
on our Facebook page.’ You can
read more on his Exiled Preacher
blog.
Grace Community Church
Ebbsfleet is similarly a small
church. Adam Laughton says
he has varied his normal format
of a discussional session of
ministry, recording a twentyminute sermon online which the
members watch and then discuss
when they ‘meet’ on Zoom.
Adam also films a five-minute
video thought midweek, and

they are also keeping in regular
contact with neighbours and
friends in a time of isolation,
giving out books and tracts which
have been well received.
Eden Baptist Church in
Cambridge has been encouraging
their members to invite friends to
‘virtual’ church. Assistant Pastor
Matt Lillicrap says ‘Our family
has seen three fellow school
families tune in for the last few
weeks, and one of our eldest
son’s friends asked his mum for a
Bible which he’s now devouring,
aged eight.’ They are making
one service every five weeks an
‘invitational’ service, and these
are being passed on among
local friends. Through one of
their members who serves with
the Gospel Coalition in Eastern
Europe they even connected with
a family in Croatia.
Barry King at Dunstable Baptist
Church has been eager to use this
opportunity to its full evangelistic
potential. They decided only to
live-stream their morning service,

but in place of the evening service
they have run an evangelistic
discussion on Zoom based on
Ultimate Questions. They have
also been using Roger Carswell’s
tract Hope beyond Coronavirus,
whether emailing it to friends or
giving away a printed version.
Grace Baptist Partnership has
also had it translated into Polish,
Ukrainian, Albanian, French and
Turkish for use in several different
countries. On April 27 Barry also
hosted a special evening Zoom
session for about sixty pastors
through Grace Baptist Partnership
on the theme of ‘Preaching in a
storm.’
The current crisis is one of the
biggest gospel opportunities for
our generation, a time when God
is shaking the nations and when
spiritual issues are suddenly in
front of everyone. Let’s pray that
God will use this to advance his
kingdom and renew his church.
Jim Sayers

Top left: The team from Grace Church Guildford streaming Holiday Bible
Club on Youtube
Right: Resources for outreach
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I WANT TO SUPPORT GRACE BAPTIST MISSION

GBM

NAME
ADDRESS

POSTCODE
COUNTRY

EMAIL

Wedding
congratulations
Congratulations to Peter and Edyta
Slomski on their marriage on 7 March.
Peter served in Poznan with GBM from
2011 to 2017. Since returning to the
UK he has been based in Christchurch
Deeside in North Wales, reaching out
to the Polish community there. He
met Edyta when ministering in her
church near Warsaw. Peter and Edyta
returned to the UK just before the
lockdown to begin their married life in
Deeside.

PLEASE USE MY GIFT:
❐ Wherever the need is greatest

❐ For the designated support of
❐ I have set up an online standing order with my bank to
pay £
on the
(day) of
(month) and then
monthly/quarterly/annually thereafter.

(PLEASE SPECIFY)

(GBM CIO Trustees reserve the
right to use donations for general
charitable purposes of the
organisation should the need arise)

PAY BY CHEQUE
I enclose a cheque for:
£
made payable to
Grace Baptist Mission CIO

❐ I do not require an
acknowledgement of this gift

GBM EVENTS 2020

GBM SUMMER EVENTS

Root Hill Youth Camp
with Neil Richardson
22-29 August

gbm.org.uk/summerholidays.html

Grace Baptist Mission CIO account:
HSBC, Abingdon
Sort code 40-08-10 Account number:

71100335

STANDING ORDER FORM
❐ I have downloaded a GBM standing order form from the
GBM website:
www.gbm.org.uk/finance/STANDING_ORDER_FORM.pdf
and I have completed this and sent it to my bank.

❐ I enclose a copy of this form for GBM’s records.

GIFT AID DECLARATION
❐ I wish GBM to claim gift aid on all donations I make to GBM. I confirm I have paid or will pay an
amount of Income Tax and/or Capital Gains Tax for each tax year (6 April to 5 April) that is at least
equal to the amount of tax that will be reclaimed on my gifts for that tax year. I understand that
other taxes such as VAT and Council Tax do not qualify. I understand the charity will reclaim 25p of
tax on every £1 that I give.

We are continuing to take online bookings for our
summer events
Athelington 2020
with Daniel Caballero
1-8 August

PAYMENT BY BANK TRANSFER
❐ I have made an online transfer/bank deposit of £
(amount) on |
|
|
| (date)

24 October,
Renewal Centre, Solihull
Main speaker:
James Muldoon
(Carey Baptist Church
Reading)
See our website for the latest news
about this event: gbm.org.uk

SIGNED

DATE

Please notify Grace Baptist Mission if you:
· Want to cancel this declaration · Change your name or home address
· No longer pay sufficient tax on your income and/or capital gains
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PLEASE RETURN THIS FORM TO
Grace Baptist Mission CIO, 12 Abbey Close, Abingdon-on-Thames, Oxon, OX14 3JD
Or scan and email to infodesk@gbm.org.uk
Grace Baptist Mission CIO - Registered charity No: 1157506
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